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Particles interacting with short-ranged potentials have attracted
increasing interest, partly for their ability to model mesoscale
systems such as colloids interacting via DNA or depletion. We
consider the free-energy landscape of such systems as the range of
the potential goes to zero. In this limit, the landscape is entirely
de!ned by geometrical manifolds, plus a single control parameter.
These manifolds are fundamental objects that do not depend on
the details of the interaction potential and provide the starting
point from which any quantity characterizing the system—equilib-
rium or nonequilibrium—can be computed for arbitrary potentials.
To consider dynamical quantities we compute the asymptotic limit
of the Fokker–Planck equation and show that it becomes restricted
to the low-dimensional manifolds connected by “sticky” boundary
conditions. To illustrate our theory, we compute the low-dimen-
sional manifolds for n ! 8 identical particles, providing a complete
description of the lowest-energy parts of the landscape including
"oppy modes with up to 2 internal degrees of freedom. The results
can be directly tested on colloidal clusters. This limit is a unique
approach for understanding energy landscapes, and our hope is
that it can also provide insight into !nite-range potentials.
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The dynamics on free-energy landscapes are a ubiquitous
paradigm for characterizing molecular and mesoscopic sys-

tems, from atomic clusters, to protein folding, to colloidal clus-
ters (1–4). The predominant strategy for understanding the
dynamics on an energy landscape has focused on the stationary
points of the energy, the local minima and the transition states,
and seeks the dynamical paths that connect these to each other,
whereas more recent models generalize to metastable states
connected by paths as a Markov state model (5). These techni-
ques have proved to be extremely powerful, giving innumerable
insights into the behavior of complex systems (6–13). On the
other hand, a major issue has been the dif!culty of !nding the
transition paths, connecting local minima or metastable states to
each other, especially given a complex energy landscape in
a high-dimensional space. A variety of creative methods have
been developed in recent years for ef!ciently !nding transition
paths (14–24) but for a given system, there is no guarantee that
all such paths have been found.
Here we present a different point of view for understanding an

energy landscape that occurs when the range over which particles
interact is much smaller than their size. Such is the case in cer-
tain mesoscale systems, for example, for C60 molecules (25, 26),
or for colloids interacting via depletion (4) or coated with pol-
ymers or cDNA strands (27–30). We show that in this limit, the
free-energy landscape is described entirely by geometry, plus
a single control parameter ! that is a function of the tempera-
ture, depth, and curvature of the original potential. This limit is
related to the sticky sphere limit of a square-well potential (31),
which has been used to investigate thermodynamic properties of
hard sticky spheres (32–34). The landscape can be thought of as
a polygon living in a high-dimensional space, whose corners
(zero-dimensional manifolds) are joined to each other by lines
(one-dimensional manifolds) that in turn form the boundaries of
faces (two-dimensional manifolds), and so on. These manifolds

are !xed functions of the particles’ geometries, independent of
the details of the original interaction potential from which the
limit was taken.
Once the geometrical manifolds composing the landscape are

computed, nonequilibrium quantities characterizing the dynamics
can be calculated by solving the Fokker–Planck equation or its
adjoint on these manifolds. We show that in the short-ranged limit
these equations acquire an effective boundary condition at the
boundary of every p-dimensional manifold in the polygon. This
makes the kinetics computationally tractable, because the stiff
modes of a narrow potential become a set of boundary conditions.
The geometrical nature of the energy landscape does not

mitigate its high dimensionality, but at low temperatures (high !)
both the free energies and the kinetics are dominated by the
lowest-dimensional manifolds. This means that the description of
the free-energy landscape and kinetics for short-ranged poten-
tials reduces to a problem in discrete and computational geom-
etry—to !nd all of the low-dimensional manifolds for a given set
of interacting particles.
As an illustration of the framework, we characterize the geo-

metrical landscape for n ! 8 particles with identical potentials and
demonstrate how these solutions lead to a complete description of
the energy landscape and the kinetics of this system. This solution
describes the geometrical limit of small atomic clusters as well as
a direct prediction for colloidal clusters interacting with depletion
forces (4, 6, 35, 36), where the predictions could be tested ex-
perimentally. The solution also provides a framework for un-
derstanding and extending simulations on clusters with !nite range
potentials (1). Our calculation of the energy landscape builds on
the enumeration of all !nite sphere packings of n particles with at
least 3n" 6 contacts (37, 38). With these as the starting point, we
compute every one- and two-dimensional manifold of motions
that contains a zero-dimensional manifold at its boundary, from
which we can extract statistical quantities such as the relative en-
tropies of the different types of motions. Then, we solve Fokker–
Planck equations on these manifolds to obtain transition rates
between the lowest energy states, the zero-dimensional manifolds.

Geometrical Landscape
We begin by showing how the geometrical free-energy landscape
arises as a distinguished limit of particles interacting with arbi-
trary potentials of !nite range. We consider a point x # !N in
con!guration space, with the potential energy given as a sum of
potentials concentrated near different geometrical boundaries as
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Ue!x" #
X

k

CeU!yk!x"=e": [1]

The functions yk : !N ! !, (k # 1; . . . ; kmax) represent the geo-
metrical boundaries via their level sets fyk!x" # 0g, and
U!y" : ! ! ! is the potential energy near each boundary. For
concreteness, let us suppose this is a model for n spheres with
centers at xi # !3, i # 1; . . . ; n, so the con!guration is x #
!x11; x12; x13; x21; . . . ; xn3" # !3n, and we take yk to be the excess

bond distance, as yk #
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
jxi!k" " xj!k"j2

q
" d, where d is the particles’

diameter. Then U!y" is the pairwise interaction potential that we
assume has minimum U0 at y # 0 and is negligible beyond some
cutoff rc. For ease of exposition, the interaction potential is as-
sumed to be identical between each pair of particles, but this is
not a necessary restriction for the geometrical landscape to apply.
For the total potential Ue, the parameter e characterizes the range
of the potential, whereas Ce is proportional to the depth. The geo-
metrical limit requires taking Ce ! $ as e ! 0 in a manner that we
specify momentarily.
We consider particles that evolve according to the over-

damped Langevin dynamics (39) at temperature T,

dx
dt

# "
1
"
%Ue!x" $

!!!!!!
2D

p
#!t"; [2]

where " is the friction coef!cient, D # !$"""1 is the diffusion
coef!cient, $ # !kBT""1, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and #!t"
is a 3n-dimensional white noise. The equilibrium probability for
this system is the Gibbs distribution (40),

d%e!x" # !Ze""1e"$Ue!x"dx; [3]

where Ze is the normalizing constant.
The geometrical free-energy landscape occurs when the range

e ! 0. The relationship between the depth and the range is
critical to obtaining an interesting limit. If only the range goes to
zero, then particles are bonded for shorter and shorter times
so that in the limit they simply behave like hard spheres. On the
other hand, if the depth goes to "$ too quickly, then the par-
ticles simply stick together and unbind only on exponentially
long timescales (41). The interesting limit occurs when particles
stick to each other but unbind on accessible timescales; for
this we must choose Ce so that the Boltzmann factor for two
particles to be bonded approaches a !nite, nonzero constant,
! # lime!0

1
d

R erc
0 e"Ce$U!x=e"dx, where we de!ne Boltzmann factors

nondimensionally by scaling by the diameter d. Evaluating the
integral using Laplace’s method then implies

! # lim
e!0

ee"$CeU0

d
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
c$CeU!!0"

p : [4]

We call the constant ! the sticky parameter. Note that ! is a func-
tion of both the potential and the temperature. The constant
c # 2=& for hard spheres.
In the geometrical limit, the probability measure %e becomes

concentrated at the exact locations in con!guration space
where a bond forms, i.e., on the level sets fyk!x" # 0g and all
possible multiway intersections. Thus, the limiting probability
distribution will be a weighted sum of delta functions, each
de!ned on a manifold corresponding to a different set of bond
constraints. The weight of each delta function depends on the
number of bonds and a geometrical factor associated with the
entropy of the con!guration. This gives a geometrical picture of
the energy landscape: When ! is large, the occupation proba-
bilities will be dominated by con!gurations where the number

of bonds m is large. For identical particles, with n ! 9, the
maximum number of contacts is m # 3n" 6 (37, 38): These are
rigid structures that have no internal degrees of freedom, so
they correspond to zero-dimensional manifolds or “points”.
The next lowest con!gurations in potential energy are mani-
folds with m # 3n" 7, which are obtained from rigid structures
by breaking one bond. These have one internal degree of
freedom so are one-dimensional manifolds or “lines”. The lines
form the boundaries of two-dimensional manifolds or “faces”,
when another bond is broken, and continuing up in di-
mensionality we obtain the entire energy landscape as the
union of manifolds of different dimensions.
Fig. 1 shows a schematic contrasting this limiting case with the

traditional picture of an energy landscape. The traditional picture
is of an undulating surface, with local minima connected through

Fig. 1. (Top) schematic of a traditional depiction of an energy landscape.
Local minima are separated by energy barriers (red line) that govern the
transition rate from one basin to another. (Middle) Schematic of a geometrical
energy landscape, showing the zero- and one-dimensional sets. Local minima
are in"nitesimally narrow, deep points, separated by long, nearly !at lines.
Along these the dynamics are governed mainly by diffusion, so the length of
the line (in red) determines the transition rate. (Bottom) Example of a one-
dimensional manifold from the landscape for n # 6, showing the transition
path from polytetrahedron (Left) to octahedron (Right). The black line is the
free energy F'=kBT # " log! n'h'I" 11! log! ! along the one-dimensional man-
ifold in units of kBT , where we chose ! # 20. Black solid circles are the free
energy F'=kBT # " log! n'h'I" 12! log! ! for the zero-dimensional endpoints.
Red crosses mark locations of clusters that are plotted explicitly (they are
plotted with one-half their actual diameter for clarity), and the horizontal axis
is a parameterization of the manifold in the quotient-space distance s.
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saddle points, whose heights provide an activation barrier that
determines the transition rates between basins. In contrast, in the
geometrical limit, the local minima are in!nitely narrow and deep,
separated by long, relatively "at spaces in between—the landscape
can be thought of as a golf course punctuated with deep trenches
and very deep holes. Kinetics on this landscape are determined
partly by an activation barrier—the time it takes to climb out of
the hole—and partly by diffusion, or the time to cross the
horizontal barrier.
Fig. 1 also shows an explicit one-dimensional manifold taken

from the landscape for n # 6, an example we return to throughout
the text. There are two ground states, the polytetrahedron and the
octahedron (38), and the manifold is the set of deformations
corresponding to the transition path between these when a single
bond is broken.
To explicitly calculate the equilibrium probabilities of the dif-

ferent states in the geometrical landscape we consider a con!gu-
ration with m constraints or equivalently p & 3n" 6"m bonds
broken. The constraints are written as an ordered multiindex
' # !'1; '2; . . . 'm" so the manifold of con!gurations satisfying
such constraints is

!' #
n
x : y'1!x" # y'2 !x" # . . . # y'm!x" # 0; y$!x"> 0; $' 'i

o
:

[5]

We write ' # 0 to mean the region where no constraints are
active and let ! # ('!' be the full space of accessible con!gu-
rations. The limiting partition function associated with these
constraints is

z' # lim
e!0

1
d3n

Z

!e
'

e"$U
e!x"dx; [6]

where !e
' is the neighborhood surrounding the manifold where

the potential Ue associated with the constraints is active:

!e
' #

n
x : 0 ! y'1!x"; . . . ; y'm!x" ! erc; y$!x"> erc; $ ' 'i

o
: [7]

This splits con!guration space near each manifold into two
parts—the fast variables y'i changing rapidly along directions
associated with the constraints (sometimes called the vibrational
modes) and the slow variables y$ that are the unconstrained
con!guration.
To compute the integral in Eq. 6 we need a parameterization

of the manifolds associated with the constraints. It is convenient
to parameterize the fast directions by the constraint variables
themselves, x ! y'1 ; . . . y'm . We choose the additional 3n"m
variables y # !3n"m so that %y ·%y'i # 0 on !'; i.e., the variables
y, y'i are orthogonal on the manifold. As discussed in SI Ap-
pendix, it is possible to !nd such a parameterization locally as
long as the manifold associated with the constraint variables is
regular—i.e., the coordinate transformation for the constraint
variables must be smooth and invertible. This happens when the
Hessian of the potential energy (say at e # 1)

H'!x" # %%Ue#1!x" # U!!0"
Xm

i#1
%y'i

"
%y'i

#T [8]

has m nonzero eigenvalues.
We can now evaluate

z' # 1
d3n

Z

!e
'

eme"$Ce

Pm

i#1
U!Yi"

!!!!!!!
jgijj

q
dYdy; [9]

where Y # !Y1; . . . ;Ym" with Yi # y'i=e, gij is the metric tensor
associated with the transformation !y'i ; y" ! x with components
gij # JkiJkj # JTJ, where Jij # )xi

)yj, and jgijj is its determinant. Let
the metric tensor separate into blocks as

g #
$
gab gav
gub guv

%
: [10]

The !rst set of indexes runs from 1 ! a; b ! m and describes the
fast variables, perpendicular to the manifold, whereas the second
set runs from m$ 1 ! u; v ! 3n and describes the slow variables,
along the constraint manifold. Let jgcdj be the determinant of
a particular block. It follows from the de!nition of the metric
that jgabjY#0 # *m

i#1(
"1
i , where the (is are the nonzero eigenval-

ues of H'!x"=U!!0", and the condition of orthogonality gives
jgavjY#0 # jgubjY#0 # 0. Evaluating the integral in Eq. 9 over
the fast variables using Laplace’s method, and letting e ! 0,
shows the limit is

z' # !m
1

dp$6

Z

!'

h'!y"
!!!!!!!
jg'j

p
dy; [11]

where

h'!y" # *
m

i#1
("1=2i [12]

is a geometrical factor (representing the “vibrational” degrees of
freedom) that depends only on the level sets of the constraints,
and g' # guvjY#0 is the metric on manifold !' inherited from the
ambient space by restriction. The integral Eq. 11 is simply the
volume integral of h'!y" over !'.
The manifold !' contains 6 degrees of freedom representing

translation and rotation of the cluster, and the partition function
integral can be further simpli!ed by integrating over the sub-
space spanned by these motions. This introduces a factor I!x" in
the integral, the square root of the moment of inertia tensor (40).
If we let !Q

' be the quotient space formed by identifying points
x + z if x can be mapped to z by a combination of translations and
rotations, i.e., !Q

' # !'=SE!3", where SE!3" is the special Eu-
clidean group, then we can write

z' # !m)' # !m
1
dp

Z

!Q
'

h'!x"I!x"
!!!!!!!
jg'j

q
dx; [13]

where g' is the metric on !Q
' , and we have dropped constants

(such as free volume) that are the same for all con!gurations.
For convenience later on, we de!ne )' as the part of the partition
function that is independent of !. SI Appendix has a detailed
discussion for how to construct g', which is critical for using
the formalism developed here for practical calculations. Fig. 1
(Bottom) is an example of such a quotient manifold, where each
point on the manifold represents the six-dimensional space of
clusters in con!guration space that are related by rotations
or translations.
The particles in Fig. 1 are different colors to identify the dif-

ferent transitions that occur when moving around con!guration
space. However, when (as imagined here) the particles are
identical, permuting the colors of any particular structure yields
a geometrically isomorphic structure on a separate part of the
quotient space. The free energy must account for the number n'
of distinct manifolds that are geometrically isomorphic to !Q

' .
When p # 0, this is n' # C0n!=*, where * is the symmetry
number, i.e., the number of particle permutations that are
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equivalent to a rotation, and C0 # 2 if the structure is chiral and
C0 # 1 otherwise (42). For p> 0, we count the multiplicities by
counting how many times a mode occurs from the perspective of
each zero-dimensional “corner” of the mode and dividing by the
total number of corners. (This is a combinatorial argument; it is
equivalent to considering the molecular symmetry group for
nonrigid molecules as in ref. 1, section 3.4.) For example, Fig. 1
has corners from two different ground states, the polytetrahedron
and the octahedron, which occur with multiplicities n1; n2 re-
spectively. For each polytetrahedron, there is a +1 # 1 line coming
out of it that is isomorphic to this transition, and for the octahe-
dron there are +2 # 12 distinct lines. (The numbers +1, +2 are
indicated on the arrows connecting red circles to blue circles in
Fig. 2, where the transition under consideration is mode 7.)
Therefore, the total multiplicity of the line is !n1+1 $ n2+2"=2.
Consider a transition connecting a polytetrahedron to a distinct
copy of itself, say mode 5. Here there are +1 # 4 such lines con-
nected to each polytetrahedron, so the multiplicity of the line is
n1+1=2. In general, each p-dimensional manifold !' contains
a total of nc corners from N ! nc nonisomorphic ground states,
each ground state having multiplicity ni, and such that each single
ground state is connected to +i distinct manifolds isomorphic to
!', so the multiplicity is n' #

PN
i#1ni+i=nc.

Putting this all together, the total partition function of all
structures isomorphic to a given constraint manifold !Q

' is n'z',
and the free energy of these structures is F' # " kBT ! log!n'z'".
We can separate this free energy into F' # "mkBT ! log! !"
kBT ! log!n')'", using the de!nition of )' in Eq. 13. The !rst term
("mkBT ! log! !) depends on the temperature, bond energy, and
width of the potential, whereas the second term with
S' # " kB ! log!n')'" is entirely geometrical and essentially is the
entropy of structures corresponding to the constraint set !Q

' . As
an example, we have plotted F'=kBT along the polytetrahedral–
octahedral transition in Fig. 1 (Bottom). This varies smoothly
along the manifold as I!x", h!x" vary. The endpoints of the man-
ifold are the ground states, where the free energy changes dis-
continuously because the number of bonds has changed—this
causes a jump in the energetic part via m and in the entropic part
via h'.
With these results in hand, we can now compare the total

entropies of "oppy manifolds of different dimensions, to un-
derstand the temperature range in which the different manifolds

occur. Let the total geometrical partition function of manifolds
of dimension p be

Zp #
X

dim!!Q
' "#p

n')'; !Z #
X

p
!3n"6"pZp: [14]

Here Zp is independent of the temperature and potential, whereas
Z combines everything to obtain the entire landscape. Note that
lower-dimensional manifolds have more bonds and thus are
favored in the partition function when the temperature (or equiv-
alently !) is small. As temperature increases, ! shrinks and higher-
dimensional manifolds become more highly populated. Eventually
clusters will fall apart into single particles. The temperature de-
pendence of how clusters fall apart is encoded in the relative sizes
of the Zps. The temperature where the landscape transitions from
having more p-dimensional structures than p$ 1-dimensional
structures is found by solving !Zp # Zp$1 for ", which gives
roughly !kBTp""1 , ln! Zp$1=Zp $ const.

Free-Energy Landscape for Identical Particles
To illustrate our asymptotic calculations with a concrete example
we have computed the geometrical manifolds up to dimension
p # 2 for n # 5; 6; 7; 8 identical particles with diameter d # 1. To
do this, we begin with the set of clusters with -3n" 6 bonds de-
rived in Arkus et al. (38) For every rigid cluster we break each
single bond in turn and move along the internal degree of
freedom until we form another bond. This is the set of one-di-
mensional manifolds. For the 2D manifolds, we break each pair
of bonds from the rigid clusters in turn and move along the in-
ternal degrees of freedom to compute the boundaries, corners,
and interior of the 2D manifolds (details in SI Appendix). This
algorithm ensures we have every "oppy manifold that can
eventually access one of the rigid clusters in our list only by
forming bonds, but never breaking them. Our analysis makes
three assumptions that we believe to be true, but await rigorous
proof: First, we are assuming that the list of clusters in Arkus
et al. (38) is the complete set of rigid (zero-dimensional) clusters;
this is true as long as there are no rigid clusters with 3n" 7 bonds
or less, a condition that was not checked. (The existence of such
pathological examples is not ruled out purely by rank constraints
on the Jacobian as there could be singular structures; see e.g., the

Fig. 2. Free-energy landscape for n = 6 with zero, one, and two bonds broken. Red circles are zero-dimensional modes, blue circles are one-dimensional
modes, and yellow circles are two-dimensional modes. The area of each circle is proportional to the geometrical partition function n')' of each mode and
hence to its probability in equilibrium relative to modes of the same dimension. Modes are identi"ed by numbers and arrows show the connectivity: An arrow
frommode i to mode j indicates that mode i is part of the boundary of mode j. The number on each arrow indicates the number of different manifolds of type
j that are connected to a single manifold of type i. The computed parameterizations are shown for each of the two-dimensional modes.
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examples in ref. 43.) Second, in the calculations of the entropy of
the 2D "oppy manifolds we assume that the manifolds are to-
pologically equivalent to a disk. The fact that our parameteri-
zation algorithm works is evidence for this claim, although we
have not proved this rigorously. Third, we assume that all "oppy
manifolds can eventually access a rigid mode and are not, for
example, circles. We mention these caveats because although we
are con!dent that they do not apply in the low n examples de-
scribed here, it is possible that potentially signi!cant exceptions
arise at higher n.
The landscape for n # 6 is shown in Fig. 2. (Quantitative

summaries are given in the SI Appendix). There are two ground
states, denoted by the red circles, each with 3n" 6 # 12 contacts;
the area of the red circles is proportional to the probability of each
state, with the polytetrahedral ground state ," 25 times more likely
than the octahedral. The light blue circles denote the 5 topolog-
ically unique structures that are missing a single bond in the
ground states—such structures correspond to a one-dimensional
manifold, with continuous deformation along the direction of the
missing bonds. The yellow circles denote the 13 unique structures

that are missing two bonds from the ground state. Again, the area
of the circles is proportional to the occurrence probability of these
modes. These structures correspond to 2D manifolds, with con-
tinuous deformations allowed along both of the directions be-
tween the missing bonds. The connections between the different
modes are denoted by arrows in Fig. 2, with structures missing
(say) two bonds generally arising from breaking a single bond from
several different pathways.
Each element of a mode with two bonds broken can be

mapped to a polygon in !2, and these parameterizations are also
shown in Fig. 2. We have chosen one parameterization (mode
18) to illustrate in detail in Fig. 3. The interior of the manifold
represents structures with 10 bonds, with each point representing
a different set of coordinates for the particles. The edges cor-
respond to structures with 11 bonds, whereas the corners are
structures with a full 3n" 6 # 12 bonds. Of the four corners,
three correspond to polytetrahedra with different permutations
of the particles, and the !nal one is an octahedron. The one-
dimensional edges connecting the corners are possible transition
paths that can be followed by breaking only one bond.
In general, the number of corners varies among modes, with no

a priori way to determine this without solving the full geometry
problem. It ranges from three to six for n # 6; 7 and from three to
seven for n # 8. Many two-dimensional modes contain several
permutations of a given zero-dimensional mode as a corner.
Table 1 summarizes the partition function data. The number

of different modes increases combinatorially with n, as do the
geometrical partition functions Zp. Strikingly, the ratios Z1=Z0,
Z2=Z1 remain virtually constant as n increases. This implies that
the temperature dependence of the landscape is independent
of n. Indeed, Fig. 4 shows the relative probabilities of zero-,
one-, and two-dimensional modes as the temperature varies,
for n # 6; 7; 8, with the yield of a p-dimensional mode given
by yp # !2"pZp=!!2Z0 $ !Z1 $ Z2". As an illustration, we
have chosen U0=kB # " 4, !U!!0"=kB"!2=&" # 15, so that
!!T" # e4=T=

!!!!!!!!!!!
15=T

p
. Because the ratios Zp$1=Zp are nearly the

same, these graphs are essentially indistinguishable for different
numbers of particles. Moreover, the critical temperature for
transitioning from mostly zero-dimensional structures to one-
dimensional structures (," 1=ln! Z1=Z0) is quite close to that for
transitioning from one-dimensional structures to two-dimen-
sional structures (," 1=ln! Z2=Z1). If this remains true as p in-
creases, it would imply that clusters melt explosively at some
critical temperature, rather than incrementally: Clusters would
occupy either mostly the zero-dimensional modes or a gaseous,
no- or few-bond-state, but not the chain-like "oppy con!gura-
tions in between.

Kinetics on the Geometrical Landscape
We now consider kinetics on the geometrical landscape. The
concentration of equilibrium probabilities on manifolds with
varying dimensions also applies to nonequilibrium quantities,
such as transition rates, !rst-passage times, the evolution of
probability density, etc. Such quantities can be computed from
the time-dependent transition probabilities, which for dynamics

Fig. 3. Two-dimensional manifold (mode 18, n # 6), parameterized in the
plane, with selected points on the manifold plotted as clusters. The vertex of
each triangle represents a cluster and black or red solid circles indicate the
ones that are plotted. The corners (black solid circles) are rigid structures, or
zero-dimensional manifolds. The edges are one-dimensional manifolds and
points on these are obtained from rigid structures by breaking one bond,
whereas points in the interior form a two-dimensional manifold and are
obtained by breaking two bonds. The one-dimensional manifolds, beginning
at the octahedron (left) and moving clockwise, are 7, 5, 5, 7. The text indi-
cates the type of bond that breaks or forms as one moves along each edge.

Table 1. Geometric partition functions Zp, and numbers of different modes, for the set of
p # 0; 1; 2-dimensional manifolds as the number of spheres n varies

n No. 0D No. 1D No. 2D Z0 Z1 Z2 Z1/ Z0 Z2/ Z1

5 1 2 4 10.7 73.8 545 6.9 7.4
6 2 5 13 36.1 256 1,140 7.1 4.5
7 5 16 51 1.1 ! 103 8.5 ! 103 39 ! 103 7.6 4.6
8 13 75 281 49 ! 103 396 ! 103 1.87 ! 106 8.1 4.7

The Zp are geometrical quantities that do not depend on the temperature or potential. The total partition
function of the p-dimensional manifolds, which includes both of these dependencies via !, is !mZp.
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given by Eq. 2 are obtained from the corresponding forward or
backward Fokker–Planck (FP) equations (44). We show that in
the geometrical limit, the FP equation asymptotically approaches
a hierarchy of FP equations, one on each manifold of each
dimension. These equations are coupled to each other, with
equations on manifolds with dimension p serving as boundary
conditions for the equations on manifolds with dimension p$ 1.
The idea behind the derivation is quite natural: If a potential is

deep and narrow, then it equilibrates much more rapidly in the
directions along the bonds than along a cluster’s internal degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the probability density near a cluster with
p bonds broken is approximately p!y; t"e"$

P
i
Ue!Y'i ", where y

parameterizes the internal degrees of freedom of the cluster. The
“constant” p!y; t" evolves slowly in the transverse directions
according to the Fokker–Planck dynamics (which include an
“effective” potential that arises from the curvature of the man-
ifold), and it also changes due to the "ux of probability out of the
p$ 1-dimensional manifolds for which it forms part of their
boundary. This gives a hierarchy of coupled FP equations.
To see how this comes about in detail, we examine solutions to

the Fokker–Planck equation for the evolution of the probability
density pe!x; t". Given a parameterization of con!guration space
!3n with metric tensor g, the nondimensional Fokker–Planck
equation corresponding to Eq. 2 is

)t pe # div !pegrad!Ue $ grad! pe"

# 1!!!!!
jgj

p )i
& !!!!!

jgj
p "

pegij)jUe $ gij)jpe
#'
; [15]

with boundary conditions at each level set fyi!x" # 0g

!pegrad!Ue $ grad! pe" · n̂!i" #
"
pegij)jUe $ gij)jp

#
n̂!i"j # 0;

where n̂!i" is the outward normal to the boundary. We have non-
dimensionalized lengths by d, times by d2=D, and energy by kBT.
Away from all boundaries there is no force, so in !0 the limiting
probability p evolves only by diffusion as

)t p # " div#j0; !with##j0 # " grad! p: [16]

Now consider the evolution near a manifold !', a “wall”. The
dynamics in the directions orthogonal to the wall, where bond
distances are changing, are much faster than those along it, so
near the wall the probability density will rapidly approach a mul-
tiple of the equilibrium probability. Parameterizing the region !e

'
near the wall as !y'i ; y" as in the previous section, we obtain

pe
"
y'i ; y; t

#
# p!0; y; t"e"

Pm

i#1
Ue!y'i" $ ep1e"

Pm

i#1
Ue!y'i"; [17]

where e p1!y; y'i ; t" is the correction to the leading-order formula.
This satis!es the matching condition that pe be asymptotically
continuous. This ansatz can also be derived from a consistent
asymptotic expansion of Eq. 15 after the change of variables
Y'i # y'i=e.
Substituting Eq. 17 into the Fokker–Planck Eq. 15 gives

)t
"
e"U

e

p
#
# div

"
e"U

e

grad! p
#
$O!e": [18]

We want to integrate out the fast variables so we need to separate
these from the slow ones. This is most conveniently done using the
metric g with block decomposition (Eq. 10). Making the change of
variables Yi # y'i=e shows that Eq. 18 can be written as

)t
& !!!!!

jgj
p

e"U'!p$ p1"
'
# 1

e2
)a
& !!!!!

jgj
p

e"U' gab)b!p$ ep1"
'

$ 1
e
)a
& !!!!!

jgj
p

e"U' gav)v!p$ ep1"
'

$ 1
e
)u
& !!!!!

jgj
p

e"U' gub)b!p$ ep1"
'

$ )u
& !!!!!

jgj
p

e"U' guv)v!p$ ep1"
'
;

[19]

where we abbreviate U' #
Pm

i#1CeU!Yi".
We now integrate Eq. 19 over the fast variables

emdY1dY2 . . . dYm and keep the leading-order parts. The terms .1
e

vanish in the limit because gavjY#0 # gubjY#0 # 0. The O!1" terms
require evaluating an integral similar to Eq. 9, which converts!!!!!
jgj

p
e"U' to the factor

!!!!!!!!!
jguvj

p
!mh' at each point on the manifold.

The !rst term is the most interesting. This is the divergence in
the fast variables, and although p does not depend on these, the
unknown p1 might and contributes at O!e"1". However, we can
use the divergence theorem to replace this term with an integral
of the "ux through the p-dimensional fast-variable boundary, at
fx : Yi!x" # rcg. We then introduce a second matching condition
that requires the "ux to be continuous, so we can replace it with
the sum of "uxes from each p$ 1-dimensional manifold !$ that
has !' as part of its boundary and evaluate the limit of the
boundary integral for these matched "uxes. [Speci!cally, we re-
quire that e~j' · n̂

rc jYi#rc # ~j$ · n̂
!i"jy'i#0, where n̂rc is the normal to

level set Yi # rc and n̂!i" is the normal to level set yi # 0, and
~j' # " e"U'gab)b! p$ ep1" with a similar expression for ~j$.]

Finally, we integrate over the space of rotations and trans-
lations of each point, assuming p!x; 0" is constant on orbits. The
divergence in these directions will disappear by Stokes’ theorem,
and the remaining directions provide dynamics on the quotient
space. Combining with the previous calculations yields

Fig. 4. Relative yields of zero-dimensional, one-dimensional, and two-dimenisional modes (neglecting all higher-dimensional modes) for n # 6; 7; 8. The
yield for p-dimensional modes is calculated as yp # !2"pZp=!!2Z0 $ !Z1 $ Z2" with !!T" # e"!U0=kB"=T=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!U!!0"=kB"!2=&"=T

p
. We used U0=kB # " 4, !U!!0"=

kB"!2=&" # 15, but the numbers do not change the qualitative shape. Note that modes with dimensions greater than two will become important at the
higher temperatures.
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)t!!'p" #
1!!!!!!!!!
jguvj

p )u
$ !!!!!!!!!

jguvj
q

!'guv)vp
%
$
X

$!'

j$ · n̂$'

# div'!!'grad' ! p" $
X

$!'

j$ · n̂$'; [20]

where the "uxes have leading-order part

j' # " !'#grad' ! p !on#!Q
' : [21]

Here !' & !mh'I combines the sticky parameter and the geomet-
ric factor at the wall, and the metric tensor g is the quotient
metric obtained from the metric g' on !Q

' , which in turn is
inherited from the original metric g in the ambient space by
restriction: g' # gjY1#...#Ym#0. The sum is over $ such that !Q

' is
part of the boundary of the p$ 1-dimensional manifold !Q

$ and
where n̂$' is an outward normal vector to !Q

$ at !Q
' . We de!ne

div'; grad' to be the differential operators on the quotient mani-
fold !Q

' .
Eq. 20 has a more intuitive interpretation as the evolution of

the probability along the wall. It is clear from the derivation that
the total probability density (with respect to the wall coor-
dinates) of being on the wall is P' & !'p. This satis!es

)tP' #
1!!!!!!!!!
jguvj

p )u
$ !!!!!!!!!

jguvj
q &

"P'guv)vlog! !' $ guv)vP'

'%
$ j$ · n̂$'

# div'

0

BBB@"P' grad'#log!'|(((((((({z((((((((}
effective force

$ grad'#P'|((((({z(((((}
diffusion

1

CCCA$ j$ · n̂$'|(({z((}
fluxto=fromwall

:

[22]

The dynamics along the wall are therefore a combination of
diffusion, plus drift due to an effective potential " log#!', plus
a "ux in and out of the wall.
The effective potential is entropic in nature and comes from

the changing wall curvature, which makes the potential look
wider in some places than in others. A particle will spend more
time in the wide places than in the narrow ones, and because it
reaches equilibrium much more quickly in the transverse direc-
tions than in the along-wall directions, it looks like there is an
effective force pushing it to the wider areas. This is the same
equation one obtains by letting the depth of the potential be-
come in!nite without changing the width (41), but with the ad-
dition of the "ux in and out of the wall.
This "ux term is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5 for a simple

case where the con!guration space !x; y"#!2 has a single con-

straint, y1!x; y" # x—a wall at the horizontal axis. The probability
integrated over a small box (red) with length #x near the wall
changes in a time increment #t due to two processes: probability
"uxing along the wall in the x-coordinate, which contributes
a change of #t!px!x$ #x; t"" px!x; t""

R $e"U!y"dy, and the "ux of
probability from the wall to the interior, which contributes
a change of #t#xpy!x; 0; t". Equating with #tpt!x; t"

R $e"U!y"dy gives
the effective boundary condition.
To summarize, the limiting FP equation and boundary con-

ditions are Eq. 16, plus Eq. 20 on every !Q
' . Substituting for the

time derivatives shows that the boundary conditions are second
order, and this is why conditions are needed on every boundary
and not only on those with codimension 1. We call this set of
equations the “sticky” equations because they are the Fokker–
Planck equations for sticky Brownian motion (45), a stochastic
process that has a probability atom on the boundary of its domain.

Transition Rates for Sticky Brownian Motion
To transition between the rigid con!gurations in the geometrical
limit, a cluster must break one (or more) bonds and then diffuse
across the line segment (or face, etc.) until it hits the other
endpoint. The time it takes to do this depends on the length of
the line and on how the entropy of the con!guration varies along
the line, and we can !nd this by solving an equation on the full
line segment (face, etc.). In our asymptotic limit there are no
meaningful transition “states”—rather, the entire line segment
can be thought of as a transition state. Once the energetic barrier
of breaking a bond has been overcome, transitions are domi-
nated by diffusion.
We now consider how to compute transition rates using the

sticky equations (Eq. 20), supposing we have a stochastic process
X!t" whose probability evolution is well approximated by these.
(Note that we have not actually constructed a process that sat-
is!es this in the strong sense. However, we began with a process
satisfying Eq. 2 and showed the sticky equations describe its
probability evolution asymptotically so we use these to compute
rates.) Consider the transition rate between sets A/!, B/!,
and for simplicity let us focus only on the case where these are
both (disjoint) subsets of the zero-dimensional manifolds. For
example, we may be interested in the transition rate between the
octahedron and the polytetrahedron (introduced in Fig. 1), in
which case A would contain all points in the quotient space
representing the octahedron and B all those representing the
polytetrahedron. These rates can be computed using transition
path theory, which provides a mathematical framework for
computing transition rates directly from the Fokker–Planck
equations. We simply state the facts that are relevant to our
example and refer the reader to other resources for more details
(46–48).
The committor function q!x" is the probability, starting from

point x, of reaching set B before set A. This solves the stationary
backward Fokker–Planck equations with boundary conditions
q!A" # 0, q!B" # 1, plus any other boundary conditions remaining
from the equations. As shown in SI Appendix, the forward sticky
equations (Eq. 20) are self-adjoint (with respect to the invariant
measure) so these are also the backward sticky equations.
A reactive trajectory is a segment of the path X!t" that hits B

before A going forward in time and A before B going backward in
time. The probability current of reactive trajectories is a vector
!eld that, when integrated over a surface element, gives the net
"ux of reactive trajectories through it. Because our process is
time reversible, this current is (47)

J!x" # %!x"%q!x"; [23]

where %!x" is the equilibrium probability measure. From Eq. 13
we !nd this is

Fig. 5. Schematic showing the asymptotic boundary condition near a one-
dimensional boundary. (Left) Gray shading indicates the depth of the potential,
and the dashed line indicates the boundary of the outer and inner solutions. By
considering the total probability !ux in/out of each small-volume element near
the boundary (red box), one can replace the detailed dynamics near the
boundary in the limit as erc!0 with an effective boundary condition (Right).
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%!x" # Z"1
X

'

!'!x",'!x"; [24]

where ,'!x" is the singular measure on !'; i.e., it satis!esR
! f !x",'!x" #

R
!'

f !x". Finally, the transition rate kAB is calculated
by integrating this "ux over a surface S dividing the two states, giving

kAB #
Z

S

J · n̂#dS; [25]

where n̂ is the normal pointing from the side containing A into
the side containing B.
Computing this exactly requires solving the backward equa-

tions on a high-dimensional space and integrating over a high-
dimensional surface—a computationally infeasible proposition.
However, when the sticky parameter ! is large, most of the
probability is concentrated on the lowest-dimensional manifolds
so we expect these to contribute the most to the rates. Therefore,
let us expand the equations in powers of !"1. We suppose all
variables have an asymptotic expansion as

kAB # kAB0 $ !"1kAB1 $ . . . ; [26]

and similarly for q, -, %, J, etc. Expanding % shows that to !rst
order it is a measure on points, to second order it is a measure on
points and lines, etc. Measures on points will not contribute to
the rate because the dividing surface S can be chosen to avoid
them, so kAB0 # 0 and the leading-order part of the rate is O!!"1",
computed from %1%q0.

Expanding the backward sticky equations in powers of !"1

gives a set of equations for q0,

div' ! h'I ! grad' ! q0 # 0!!!!on#!'#!p> 0"; [27]

with boundary conditions q0!A" # 0, q0!B" # 1, and
P

$!'!h$I
grad$ ! q0" · n̂

$' # 0 on all other zero-dimensional manifolds.
To solve these equations we can !rst !nd the solution on the zero-

and one-dimensional manifolds and then use this as a boundary
condition for the solution on the two-dimensional manifolds, which
becomes in turn a boundary condition for the solution on the three-
dimensional manifolds, etc. The leading-order rate requires only
the solution for p # 0; 1. If we enumerate the lines connecting a
point ak # A to a point bk # B and use an arc-length parameteri-
zation for the kth line whose total length is sk, then this is given
analytically as q0!s" # Q"1

k

R s
s#0!h'!s""I!s"""

"1ds", where

Qk #
Zsk

s#0

"
h'
"
s"
#
I
"
s"
##"1ds" [28]

is the normalization factor. On all other lines q0!s" # 0.
Any dividing surface S hits each line at a single point, so the

leading-order rate (in dimensional units) is

kAB # !"1kAB1 # !"1
D
d2

Z"1
0

X

k

Q"1
k ; [29]

where the sum is over all connecting lines. This is asymptotically
equivalent to the rate one would obtain simply by restricting the

Fig. 6. Rates (geometrical components) at leading order, for n # 6; 7;8. Dimensional rates are !"1D=d2 times the above. These rates indicate the total
number of each type of transition one expects to see, per unit time.
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full committor function and invariant measure to the set of zero-
and one-dimensional manifolds.

Transition Rates for Hard Spheres. We used the formalism to
compute the leading-order rates for n # 6; 7; 8 hard spheres with
diameter d # 1. To do this we took the set of one-dimensional
solutions computed as part of the free-energy landscape and
computed the factor Qk from Eq. 29 on each manifold. Summing
over all of the one-dimensional manifolds that connect a zero-
dimensional manifold numbered a to a zero-dimensional mode
numbered b gives the transition rate between a and b. We also
include transitions between different ground states belonging to
the same mode (e.g., a ! a), by multiplying the previous calcu-
lation by 2 because transitions can go in either direction along
the line.
Fig. 6 shows the network of zero-dimensional states and the re-

action rates between each state. The numbers reported are the di-
mensionless, purely geometrical parts of the rates Z"1

0
P

kQ
"1
k and

should bemultiplied by !"1D=d2 to give the dimensional rate. These
rates, when multiplied by the total time of a simulation or experi-
ment, give the average number of transitions one would expect to
observe, so they are equal for both directions a!b and b!a because
our system is time reversible. To obtain the rate relative to a par-
ticular state, i.e., the rate at which one leaves state a to visit state
b next, given that the last state visited was state a, one should divide
by the so-called reactive probability of a (49). To leading order, this
is equivalent to dividing by the equilibrium probability of a.

Simulations. We have veri!ed our results by performing Brownian
dynamics simulations of Eq. 2 with a short-range Morse potential.
The results agree very well with our calculations of both free-energy
and transition rates. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the simulated
probabilities vs. theoretical probabilities of each mode for n # 6
(see SI Appendix for n # 7; 8), for particles interacting with
a Morse potential with range parameter % # 30, a range of +5% of
the particle diameter. The agreement is nearly perfect. Fig. 7 also
compares the number of each type of transition we saw in the
simulations to that predicted from theory. The theory slightly
overpredicts the total number of transitions—this is what one

should expect from the geometrical picture, as these leading-order
rates neglect the time the system spends in the "oppy manifolds,
which would tend to slow it down.
These results are encouraging partly because they are evidence

that we have executed these calculations correctly, but also because
they suggest the asymptotic limit may apply for experimental sys-
tems, such as Meng et al. (4) where the potential reportedly had
roughly this width.

Comparison with Other Numerical Approaches to the Free-Energy
Landscape. We have compared our results with those obtained by
a numerical study that directly searched an energy landscape of
a short-ranged potential (a Morse potential, with range roughly
0.05 particle diameter) for local minima and transition states (42).
The numerical method found fewer local minima than there are
zero-dimensional modes and fewer transition states than one-di-
mensional modes, suggesting that the asymptotic theory has the
roughest landscape. By computing adjacency matrices for the nu-
merical states with a cutoff bond distance of 1 + 1 ! 10"2, we verify
that for n # 6; 7; 8 each local minimum corresponds to a unique
zero-dimensional mode, and each transition state lies on a unique
one-dimensional manifold.
We identify the point on the one-dimensional manifold that is

closest to each transition state. The transition states are very close
to the local maxima of the vibrational factor "log! h!x" (see SI
Appendix for plot), consistent with it being a saddle point of the
potential energy. We believe the small discrepancy in location can
be attributed to the !nite width of the Morse potential used in the
numerical procedure.
The missing zero-dimensional modes occur for manifolds that

are very close to each other in the quotient space metric (separa-
tion ,0:08), which is the case for modes f1; 4g (n # 7) and modes
f1; 2; 3; 4g (n # 8). For these only one local minimum was found
for the entire group.We hypothesize that because the separation is
within the range of the potential, the zero-dimensional modes
merge to form a single local minimum.
The missing one-dimensional modes often, but not always, cor-

respond to self–self transitions—these transitions do not matter
when particles are identical; however, they will account for tran-
sitions between different states when the particles are not all the
same (e.g., ref. 50). For example, for n # 8 the numerical pro-
cedure identi!es 45 transition states, compared with our 75 one-
dimensional manifolds. Of the missing manifolds, 16 are self–self
transitions, 9 are nonself–nonself transitions within the group
f1; 2; 3; 4g, and 5 are nonself–nonself transitions for endpoints not
both in the group.

Discussion/Conclusions
We have developed a unique framework for understanding energy
landscapes when particles interact with a short-ranged potential.
We show that in the limit as the range goes to zero and the depth
goes to "$, the energy landscape becomes entirely governed by
geometry, with a single parameter ! encapsulating details about the
potential and temperature. When ! is large, only the lowest-di-
mensional geometrical manifolds contribute signi!cantly to the
landscape and this makes a computational approach tractable. To
illustrate the limit, we have computed the set of low-dimensional
manifolds for n ! 8 hard, spherical particles. This solution to
a nontrivial problem in statistical mechanics can be used to com-
pute equilibrium or nonequilibrium quantities for any potential
whose range is short enough.
We were able to calculate this set of low-dimensional manifolds

because we began with the set of rigid clusters and made the con-
jecture that all"oppymodes can be accessed from these by breaking
bond constraints. Solving for the complete set of rigid clusters is
a dif!cult problem in discrete geometry that has been done only for
n ! 11 (38, 51), but with current computational power and novel
approaches (51, 52) one can anticipate reaching larger n. Very large

Fig. 7. (Lower) Theoretical probabilities of each mode (relative to modes of
the same dimension), vs. probabilities computed from simulations using
a potential with width ," 5% of particle diameter, for n # 6. The red line is
theory = simulation, indicating a perfect match. (Upper) Number of tran-
sitions of each type, for simulation and theoretical prediction. The theo-
retical prediction indicates expected 95% con"dence intervals, computed
using a normal approximation to a binomial. The sticky parameter was
! # 16 and the total running time was 2:3! 103 units.
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n will eventually require making approximations to the geometry
problem. We speculate that as n increases, structures with extra
bonds, as well as “singular” structures whose Jacobians have extra
zero eigenvalues, will come to dominate the landscape—these have
not yet been considered in our asymptotic framework but they are
observed with high probability in experiments (4).
We have compared our results to those obtained by numerically

searching the free-energy landscape of a short-ranged Morse po-
tential for local minima and transition states. Our method !nds
more minima and transition regions of the potential energy than the
numerical search procedure, and this points to a potentially useful
extension of our theory—one can imagine starting with the limiting
geometrical manifolds and following these in some way as the range
of the potential is increased, to obtain a low-dimensional approxi-
mation to the free-energy landscape for !nite-width potentials, such
as Lennard–Jones or Van der Waals clusters. This method would

overcome a major issue with numerical searches, which is that there
is no way to ensure that all important parts of the landscape have
been found—we claim that our manifolds are the complete set of
low-energy states so they will remain so under small enough
perturbations. In addition, this would provide a way to deal with
the increasing ruggedness of energy landscapes with short-
ranged potentials, which are a challenge for numerical methods—
we start with the most rugged landscape and would need only to
smooth it.
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